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I. INTRODUCTION
The System Of Local Government Administration Has Received Critical Attention Since The 1950s, When The Federal System Came Into Operation In Nigeria (Adamolekun 1979; And Gboyega 1987; Cited In Adeola (2008). Little Wonders Therefore That The System Has Not Been Able To Attain Its Desired Objective Of Ensuring Quality Service Delivery. However, The 1976 Reform Acknowledged The Place Of The Local Government System As Government At Local Level, Established By Law, With Defined Power (Ozohu And Chima 2015). The Implication Of This Is That Local Governments Are Created With The Ultimate Goal Of Bringing Government Closer To The People At The Grassroots. In Nigeria, The Introduction Of The Reforms Aimed To Effect Accelerated Development And To Enable The Local Population Participate And Hold Those In Power Accountable For Their Actions And Inactions. However, A True Third Tier Has Not Been Witnessed In Nigerian Politics, Despite The Widespread Acceptance Of Local Government As A Potent System To Mobilise People For Local Participation In Governance (Ozohu And Chima, 2015). Several Studies Have Established The Challenges Bedevilling The Nigerian Local Government System, Including Issues Such As Poor Funding, Paucity Of Human Capital, Corruption, Poor Service Delivery Etc. However, Little Attention Has Been Paid To The Economic Forces That Have Shaped The Operation Of Local Government In Nigeria. There Are 774 Local Governments In Nigeria And It Is Instructive To Note That All These Local Governments Are Usually Affected In The Period Of Economic Melt Down. This Study Examines The Contributing Factors Amounting To The Implications Consequent Upon The Economic Down In Ekiti State In This Era Of “Change” In Nigerian Politics.

II. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The Relevance Of Local Government In Ekiti State To Engender Good Governance Has Adversely Been Hampered By Inconsistence And Erratic Nature Of Monthly Allocation Of Funds. Indeed, This Development Has Rendered The Essential Place Of Local Government System To Nothing But A Ruse In Ekiti State. A Situation Whereby 6 To 7 Months Salaries Have Not Been Paid To The State Civil Servants Let Alone Local Government Workers. As Worse As This Situation Is, The Community Development Programmes/Projects Normally Undertaken By The Local Government Have Not Been Implemented As Usual. This Study Therefore Takes A Look At This Precarious Situation And Examines How Best To Provide Survival
Mechanism To The Local Government Administration In Ekiti State During This Era Of Change Accompanied By Paucity Of Funds. Conceptual Clarification Of The Local Government And Economic Downturn.

III. CONCEPT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT

This aspect examines the clarification of concepts of the local government and the economic meltdown/ downturn as operationalised in this study. In clarifying the concept of local government, attempt will be made to reflect some scholarly contributions. Local government in a multi-ethnic federation is important because it creates a sense of belonging among the people. It is responsible for local affairs, and designed to address various specific local needs. Laski (1975) corroborated this view when he argued that “We cannot realise the full benefit of democracy unless we begin by admitting that all problems are not central problems, and that all results of problems not central in their incidence require decisions by the populace, and the persons, where and when the incidence is most deeply felt” (Laski 1975 in Tonwe 2012). Local government is the public administration of towns, cities, counties, and districts. It is the system of locally elected members representing their communities and making decisions on their behalf. Local factors such as geography, the environment, ethnic make-up, economic opportunities and health can be better taken account of by locally elected councils charged with making decisions that affect their communities. These decisions can relate to the effective and efficient provision of services to meet community needs. In conceptualizing local government, Ron Exiner (2012) maintains that councils achieve their goals and fulfill their roles in various ways which includes planning and monitoring, service delivery, lawmaking and enforcement representation and advocacy. In carrying out the planning and monitoring role, local governments set the overall direction for their municipalities through long-term planning. Examples include council plans, financial plans, municipal strategic statements and other strategic plans. Setting the vision, and then ensuring that it is achieved, is one of the most important roles of local government. Equally, the area of service delivery.

Local government is responsible for managing and delivering a range of quality services to their communities, such as public health and recreational facilities, local road maintenance, and public libraries. Furthermore, local governments do make and enforce. Local governments legislate and make decisions in areas over which they have legislative authority. The laws made by local governments are also responsible for enforcing local laws and other legislation over which they have authority. The activities of local governments are guided by policies. Developing and implementing these policies are key functions.

On the representation function of the local government, councils often represent their local community on matters of concern to those constituents. Ron Exiner, (2012) adds that the local performs the function of advocacy. Local governments have a role in advocating on behalf of their constituencies to state and federal levels of government, statutory authorities and other sectors. Local government is further perceived by M.P. Barber (1975) as: “System of Geographical Decentralization in which some functions and responsibilities of government are delegated to government units or bodies at the local level.”

The truth of the matter is that local government as agent of development depends on the successful management and mobilization of the people at the local level since development itself is an economic phenomenon which equally relies on the empowerment of the local citizens at the grass roots (Akinbosoade, 2003:27). Besides, the 1976 local government reform conceptualizes local government as: “government at local level exercised through representative council established by law to exercise specific powers within defined areas. These powers should give the council substantial control over local affairs as well as the staff and financial institutional structure to initiate and direct the provision of services and to determine and implement projects as to ensure through devolution of functions to these councils and through the active participation of the people and their traditional institutions, that local initiative and response to local needs and conditions are maximized.”

This definition of local government as postulated by the 1976 local government reform sees local government as being concerned with the administration of local affairs by the people inhabiting the locality their own representative body made up of elected councilors or representatives and a chairman. (Akinbode 2003). Nevertheless, it must be emphasized that local government is not absolutely local or independent as such, although individuals of a defined area are opportune to manage or have a say in their own affairs yet, there exist a minimal, if not overriding control, from the state and federal government. This interventional tendencies from top have impacted negatively more often on the administrative and finances of the local government. Economic downturn.


IV. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION.

This Study Has Been Able To Discuss The Effects Of Economic Meltdown On The Administration Of The Local Government In Ekiti State. The Following Conclusions And Recommendations Are Derivatives Of The Study. Firstly, When A Country Is In A Recession, It Means That Some Economic Calculation Are Wrong (Abimbola, 2016) What Must Be Done Is To Review Financial And Economic Strategies. There Is Also The Need To Review All Economic Parameters Like The Inflation Rate, Gross Domestic Product Interest Rate And The Employment Rate. If There “Holes” In Those Areas Attempt Must Be Intensified To Block Them.

Indeed, The Government Must Think Of Unorthodox Measures It Can Use To Address The Challenges, This Is Not The Time To Display Figures As Evidence Of Improvement. The Amount So Spent Does Not Matter As Much As There Is Greater Output Of The Investment. People Must Feel The Impact Of Every Naira Spent By The Government. Furthermore, Government Must Understand The Difference Between Growth And Development. It Must Begin To Explore Different Strategies To Boost Development. Economic Growth Empthasis Figures While Economic Growth Focuses On The Well-Being Of The People. (Abimbola, 2016). It Is Also Recommended That The Government Should Make Genuine Efforts To Address Challenges In Housing And Infrastructure Sectors. The Postulation Of Olanrewaju Abimbola (2016) Supports This Recommendation As He Posits Thus: The Government Must Study How President Barrack Obama Handled The Economy Of The United States When He Came To Power Eight Years Ago. There Is Nothing Wrong In Replicating Template That Has Worked For Others. In Another Development, Irtwange Simon In His Words Recommends That The Best Method To Address The Current Economic Downturn Is To Prioritise Expenditure. The Only Way Out Of The Challenges Of Economic Recession Is To Prioritise Our Spending, We Need To Identify Key Sectors Of The Economy That Have The Broadest Impacts On The People. Those Are The Areas The Government Should Focus On. It Must Equally Be Recommended That Government Needs To Put The Right People In Strategic Positions If Indeed The Economic Challenges Are To Be Overcome. Friday Udo (2016) Holds Similar View As He Concludes And Recommends: The Government Needs To Sustain The Growth We Have Recorded, After Which It Should Be Thinking About Growing The Economy. So The Focus Should Be On Sustaining The Achievements When Recorded In Key Sectors Of The Economy. Also Investors Should Be Encouraged To Come Into The Country To Transact Their Businesses. This Is Very Imperative. Corroborating This Conclusion, Bismack Rewane (2016) Submits That; If The Oil And Gas Production Does Not Come Back Up And We Do Not Bring Down The Interest Rate, The Economy Will Not Recover. In Conclusion, The Government Should Endeavor To Cut Interest Rate To Encourage Borrowing, High Interest Rate Is An Anomaly During A Recession. And If All These Recommendations Are Faithfully Followed And Implemented. There Will Be Economic Boom That Will Boost The Effective Performance Of The Government And Its Agencies.
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V. IMPLICATION OF ECONOMIC DOWNTURN ON EKITI STATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT ADMINISTRATION

From the foregoing, Article 7 of the 1999 Constitution Empowers State Governments to Enact Legislation with regard to “The Establishment, Structure, Composition and Functions” of Democratically Elected Local Government Councils. The Fourth Schedule also assigns some critical functions to Local Government. However, these provisions only exist on paper. In practice, State Governments have taken over most local government functions in order to justify spending funds earmarked for councils in the joint revenue account. For example, Ubani notes that: “Lagos State Government Constructed Parks In Various Parts of The State With Money Deducted From The State and Local Government Joint Revenue Account. In Ondo State, Government Constructed A Modern Motor Park In Akure, The State Capital” (2012, P. 1). Actions such as these contradict the provisions of the 1999 Constitution, which provides that these projects ought to have been executed by local government. The 1999 Constitution, like the 1979 Constitution, gives states very wide powers to manage issues of local government organization and structure. This provision has proved confusing and counter-productive. For example leading to prolonged disputes between the Federal Government and Lagos state government. The constitutional neglect suffered by local government has resulted in a power struggle between the Federal and state governments over control at the local level – a situation that has seriously hindered the democratization process at the grass roots. This changed when the 1999 Constitution introduced the state joint local government account (SJLGA) (Section 160, Sub-Sections (2) to (8)), which provides that: The amount standing to the credit of Local Government Councils in the Federation Account shall be allocated to the states for the benefit of their local government councils on such terms and in such manner as may be prescribed by the national assembly. And that each state should maintain a special account, to be called the state joint local government account, into which shall be paid all allocations to local government councils of the state from the federation account and from the government of the state.
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